MATCH 512 — SERVICE RIFLE AGGREGATE MATCH
Aggregate of matches 531, 532, 535, 538

Match Winner
5216 SFC ANDERSON, MATTHEW C, USA RES MU 771 - 24
NRA CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY PLAQUE and $50

Special Award Winners

High Junior
Insufficient entries to give award. 2 Entries are required.
0 were Eligible.

High Senior
Insufficient entries to give award. 5 Entries are required.
0 were Eligible.

High Grand Senior
Insufficient entries to give award. 5 Entries are required.
0 were Eligible.

High Woman
Insufficient entries to give award. 5 Entries are required.
0 were Eligible.

Award Winners

HIGH MASTER - Award Winners
5163 - MAJ FREEMAN, SAMUEL K, USA N/G HM 767 - 16 No Award - Insufficient Entries (2)

EXPERT - MASTER - Award Winners
1st 5210 - SGM MAUER, JAMES J, USA RES EX 770 - 20 Commemorative Coin

Competitor Ranking by Class
(Ranking is compiled before awards are distributed)

HIGH MASTER 2 - Entries
1. HM 767 - 16 5163 - MAJ FREEMAN, SAMUEL K, USA N/G VET Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
2. HM 346 - 1 2009 - LEWIS, DWAYNE VET Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)

EXPERT - MASTER 7 - Entries
1. MU 771 - 24 5216 - SFC ANDERSON, MATTHEW C, USA RES Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
2. EX 770 - 20 5210 - SGM MAUER, JAMES J, USA RES Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
3. MA 755 - 17 5199 - SSG MORRIS, SEAN D, USA RES Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
4. MA 745 - 16 5202 - SSG GOAD, ROBERT M, USA N/G Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
5. MU 742 - 13 2002 - MCWHIRTER, CAMERON Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
6. MU 694 - 12 5058 - LT BELITZ, JASON, NAVY REG Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
7. EX 172 - 4 2001 - DUITSMAN, DANIEL R VET Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)

Complete Competitor Ranking

1. MU 771 - 24 5216 - SFC ANDERSON, MATTHEW C, USA RES Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
2. EX 770 - 20 5210 - SGM MAUER, JAMES J, USA RES Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
3. HM 767 - 16 5163 - MAJ FREEMAN, SAMUEL K, USA N/G Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
4. MA 755 - 17 5199 - SSG MORRIS, SEAN D, USA RES Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
5. MA 745 - 16 5202 - SSG GOAD, ROBERT M, USA N/G Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
6. MU 742 - 13 2002 - MCWHIRTER, CAMERON Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
7. MU 694 - 12 5058 - LT BELITZ, JASON, NAVY REG Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
8. HM 346 - 1 2009 - LEWIS, DWAYNE VET Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)
9. EX 172 - 4 2001 - DUITSMAN, DANIEL R VET Service Rifle (NRA Rule 3.1)